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New digital solutions and 
enhanced version of imos iX 
2019 are upcoming this year
Digital order assistant iX Share for workshop and installation

Manually adapt generated NC programs

imos has developed a digital assistant which shows the information and data of individual orders 
including all design details on standard tablets at any time, if these have previously been loaded into 
the iX Cloud by the order preparation department. 

Especially worth mentioning is the integrated 3D viewer, which allows to view, zoom or measure the 
furniture designs created with iX CAD on the tablet in their entirety. This way details can be reliably 
compared with the situation on site and change requests can be communicated quickly and easily 
via an integrated chat function of the order preparation. The intuitively designed user interface is 
optimised for tablet operation and is almost self-explanatory. 

The digital assistant structures and accelerates the exchange of information between order preparation, 
workshop and installation, resulting in more efficient and secure processing of set-up orders.

One of the main functions of imos iX is the automatic 
generation of NC programs for the common 
woodworking machines. With the new iX CAM Edit 
add-on, these can be subsequently modified if 
necessary. In this way the NC program generated with 
iX CAM can be opened, visualised and, if necessary, 
adapted in iX CAD without having to change the CAM 
machining rules.
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Create individual designs comfortably

imos has improved the functionality and handling of the furniture and interior design software iX 
2019 in many points. Designers can look forward to shorter work steps and improved intelligent 
design aids that further simplify and accelerate their daily work with iX CAD. 

Much more information than in a barcode can be accommodated in the QR Codes, which are now 
integrated in iX CAD. The complete workflow of a part can be recorded as well as practical additions 
of information.
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New VR interface iX VR Link

Order individually planned  
furniture online and mobile  
at any time

imos offers an interface via iX VR Link for which planning can be easily implemented in VR. Starting 
from iX PLAN or iX CAD, finished plans or even prototypes can be visualised impressively. Presentation 
documents can be created directly from VR as well as photos, renderings and panoramic images. 
Additional objects are easily inserted and 
animated via drag and drop - moving 
people, flickering candles or running 
water. Video sequences like a walk 
through the scene show the planning 
environment as in real life and can be 
exported and shared.

Operators of the web-based planning 
and sales application iX NET benefit from 
optimisations in mobile output and in terms of user-friendliness for their customers. The new 
responsive web design extends online shopping to the mobile devices tablet and smartphone. 
Furniture can then be conveniently purchased online at any time and from anywhere. The user 
interface is intuitive and in the new version even more user-friendly, so that the customer is guided 
through the shop in a targeted and simple manner. Even customers with little or no previous 
knowledge can easily configure and order furniture on the move.


